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Elizaveta ZIMONT (FNRS / Université de Liège, Belgium) 
Discovered in 1966 by W. Hellinga, Joos Lambrecht’s Dutch-to-French Naembouck (first edition 1546) 
appears to be the earliest printed alphabetical dictionary to combine French with another vernacular 
language, and at the same time the first dictionary using Dutch as source language. Although the importance 
of Naembouck (1546, 21562) for both Dutch and French historical lexicography has already been demonstrated 
by several scholars (cf. Claes, Legros, Verdeyen), its potential remains underexploited until this day. FEW fails 
to list Lambrecht’s work among its lexicographical sources whereas WNT refers to it only parsimoniously since 
1968. The aim of this paper is twofold : (1) to provide a general overview of new lexical material in Naembouck 
(1546) and (2) to explore the potential of Naembouck as a source for historical lexicography. 
(1) The general survey will deal with lexical items which have remained so far untreated in historical 
lexicography. Special attention will be paid to the semantic fields and the geolinguistic areas these lexical items 
belong to. Further, even if some lexical items featuring in Naembouck (1546) have already been treated by 
historical dictionaries, a closer examination of the documentation in WNT or FEW often reveals that their 
sources are of lexicographical nature and are directly or indirectly based on Naembouck. Hence, Lambrecht’s 
dictionary provides a considerable number of earlier attestations and fosters a better understandig of the 
documentation already available. 
(2) I will highlight a number of methodological issues impeding an accurate interpretation of the lexical 
material. Firstly, I examine structural issues: semantic and morphosyntactic underspecification of lexical items 
on microstructural level. As will be shown, the degree of underspecification constraints interpretation, which, 
in extreme cases, remains impossible. Secondly, I address the problem of using Naembouck as a primary 
source, a dictionary being normally conceived of as a secondary source (cf. Moojaart). 
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